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1306-Show Open 

 
Katie has some beads to share 
that were inspired by art. 

  
For tools and supplies visit:  

 
www.beadalon.com 

 
 
 

 
 
Please continue to page 2 for project instructions. 
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1306-1 Inspired by Sentiments & Writing 
Books can inspire beading projects in a variety of 
surprising ways, whether you're highlighting a favorite 
quote or taking design inspiration cues from the pages  
of your favorite novel.  
 

 
Katie's bookmark is inspired by Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli 

 
Materials 

10g mixed aqua/clear/silver seed beads 

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS: 8mm crystal AB helix, 8mm    

     Indian sapphire round, 20mm Indian sapphire starfish 

TierraCast components: Joy bead, spiral bead cone, 6mm  

     beaded rondelle, 6mm Rococo round 

18" length of .018" diameter silver Beadalon 19 

Silver crimp bead and sparkle crimp cover 

2 silver 6mm jump rings 

3 silver medium ball head pins  

Silver 3D knot charm 

Tools: round-nose pliers, chain-nose pliers, wire cutters, 

crimping tool, mighty crimping tool 

 
Sources: Beadalon® stringing materials, findings, knot charm 

and tools, www.beadalon.com; CREATE YOUR STYLE with 

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS, www.create-your-style.com; 

TierraCast®, www.tierracast.com. 
 

 
Make Your Own Beaded Bookmark 

 

Instructions 

1. Pass a head pin through a 8mm helix and beaded rondelle 

and make a wrapped loop to attach it to a jump ring. 

2. Connect the upper loop on a knot charm to the same jump 

ring. Use another jump ring to connect a starfish to the lower 

loop on the knot charm.  

3. Pass a head pin through a Joy bead and an aqua seed bead 

and make a wrapped loop to connect it to the jump ring next to 

the other beaded dangles.  

4. Thread a seed bead onto the center of the beading wire, then 

hold the wire ends together and pass them through: Rococo 

round, 8mm Indian sapphire, wide end of spiral bead cone. 

5.  Pour seed beads onto a beading mat and use the beading 

wire end to pick them up. Cover wires to within 1" of ends. 

6. Pass both wires through a crimp bead, jump ring with 

beaded dangles, and back through the crimp bead. Crimp it, 

then attach crimp cover. 
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